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As most drivers can attest, deciding on the ideal car is tough. Would you acquire a normal sedan or
a sports utility vehicle? Choosing the latter gives you some benefits that a sedan or coupe won't.
Furthermore, lots of people these days prefer smaller cars. Nonetheless, prospective car shoppers
have to take a closer look at the modern sport-utility vehicle. The contemporary SUV is very distinct
from its earliest models and offers drivers more convenience. Here are some of the perks of driving
a sport-utility vehicle.

First, modern sport-utility vehicles provide greater gas mileage. Years ago, it wasn't unusual for
SUVs to get low fuel efficiency scores compared to sedans and other cars. However, the modern
sport-utility vehicle was made with the gas mileage problem considered. These days, there are
SUVs with better gas mileage and fuel economy, which means they can compete better with mid-
sized vehicles.

Next, many sport-utility vehicles are improved with luxury attributes that will make your time on the
road more awesome. Many SUVs come with a standard digital video disc system, heated seats,
GPS, satellite radio, and the likes. There may be a few that do not incorporate these add-ons, but
certainly, they are offered as options.

Third, sport-utility vehicles have extra interior space. Normally, sport-utility vehicles can
accommodate five to eight passengers. Even though there are a few automobiles that can seat five
people, they usually lack the legroom or headroom that SUVs provide. If you have a family that
always travels with you, SUVs are the greater option unless you like to cram people into a small car.

Additionally, sport-utility vehicles from used car dealers Barrie Ontario citizens prefer also include
sufficient cargo space. This makes SUVs excellent for camping trips or going on road vacations with
the family. You can stock your fishing gear or camping tools in the cargo area, and off you go.

Finally, sport-utility vehicles from used car dealers in Barrie Ontario have numerous purposes aside
from gas mileage, expansive space, and premium features. You will get the engine of a small truck.
SUVs are perfect for pulling and hauling boats and trailers. Additionally, you can use it to ship heavy
stuff such as equipment and even small trees for landscaping. This makes the SUV the perfect
companion for contractors in industries as varied as construction, landscaping, and roofing.

To find out more concerning sport-utility vehicles and other used cars in Barrie Ontario, go to
suvs.about.com.
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